
Math 896 Homework Day 4

“Inspiration is needed in geometry, just as much as in poetry.” -Alexander Pushkin

1. Read Euclid’s proof of Proposition 4 (Side-Angle-Side)

2. Create a Geogebra file called EuclidSAS in which we will investigate SAS.

(a) Create two isosceles triangles which each have one 30 degree angle.

(b) Follow Euclid’s proof using the translation, rotation, etc commands and see if his proof in fact
superimposes one triangle on the other.

(c) Now try this. Make two right triangles, (3, 4, 5 to be specific), so they will satisfy SAS at
the right angle as follows: Triangle ABC has vertices A(0, 0), B(0, 3) and C(4, 0) and triangle
DEF has vertices D(6, 3), E(6, 6) and F (2, 3).

(d) Euclid says, “if the point A be placed on the point D.” Create a vector in Geogebra from A
to D and then use then translate by vector to slide triangle ABC along the vector, to create
triangle A′B′C ′.

(e) Euclid says, “if the straight line AB on DE.” Create the angle DEA′, and rotate triangle
A′B′C ′ by that angle so that AB is now on DE.

(f) Do the triangles coincide? What is wrong? How can it be fixed?

3. Is Angle-Side-Angle a congruence relation for triangles on the sphere?

4. In class, we discussed the largest possible angle sum and the smallest possible angle sum of a
triangle on a sphere. Can you construct a triangle in the sphere with any given angle sum between
these two extremes?

5. Suppose the following star-like diagram has 5-fold symmetry. If the area of the whole star is 20
and the area of the smaller kite shaped piece is 8, what is the area of the inside pentagon? Can
you find two ways of solving this?

20
8 ?


